CALL FOR PAPERS
Alloys and Compounds for Thermoelectric and Solar Cell Applications VIII

2020 TMS Annual Meeting at San Diego, California
February 23 - 27, 2020

This symposium addresses synthesis, property measurements, phase stability, phase transformation of the alloys and compounds used in the thermoelectric and solar cell devices. Materials of interests include, but not limited to, skutterudites, superlattice, half-heusler alloys, CdTe, CIS, CIGS, CZTS and new materials for thermoelectric and solar cell applications. Abstracts are due by July 1st, 2019. Please submit abstracts directly to TMS Online (http://www.programmaster.org/PM/PM.nsf/UpcomingSymposia/F3E4CBB9930068CD852583C00021E642?OpenDocument&ParentUNID=C5A3995985DE9638852580B400733949).
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